HOCKEY SEVEN IN CRUCIAL CONTEST
University Pushes-Creens to Meet Temple's Strongest Ice Blasting Pair

RUSHING AT GAME FORBIDDEN

Temple seven, too far astride of Pennsylvania's horizon of achievement, was well on its way in the first period. With the score tied at 1-1, the Red and Blue dominated the play, and a goal put Pennsylvania ahead. "01, Just a minute before the game ended, and victory was assured for Temple.

In a fast game held in Weightman rink, the Temple seven, under the guidance of Coach R. B. Scott, played a good game. The Temple line-up included three freshman and four sophomores. The Pennsylvania line-up was even more balanced, with three freshmen and four sophomores.

The Temple seven, led by hooker, Konrad, and the Red and Blue led by Barklow, were substituted in the second period. With the score tied at 1-1, the Temple seven played a good game and took the lead back. The final score was 3-1 in favor of the Temple seven.

Architects Plan Gorgeous Pageant

Although the Architect's Pageant season of the year is still two months off, plans for the event have been well under way. At the recent meeting of the group, plans were discussed for the event that will be held in May. The event will be a pageant of the imagination, with a theme based on the architecture of the world.

Grappers SUFFER DEFEAT BY SEAMEN

Navy wrestlers, unbeaten in two meets, defeated the Pennsylvania grapplers. The meet was held in the form of a dual meet, with both teams being rated as the Pennsylvania Pennsylvania. The meet was held in the form of a dual meet, with both teams being rated as the Pennsylvania.

Three Atlantic swimming records were broken on Saturday, January 24. With only the first week of the rushing season a few touchouts were registered against the Swarthmore records. In the first round, and the heavyweight bout, the teams were evenly matched.

But the final score was 22 to 19 in favor of the Pennsylvania.
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goals Into the Princeton net and elimi-
nated from the competition. The score of our own second basket was too much for the spectators to believe, so far behind that the Princeton eight was that day. Episcopalian Students.—Do not let your enthusiasm for the game die out! The Alumni who are progressive, and not those who are reactionary, are every possibility to win. Baseball.—Managerial candidate re-
ceived support from the student body and is now a strong favorite to win. Franklin Society.—Persona-
ally selling tickets to the benefit of the society. Above all, a game is to come tomorrow at 10.46, in Pennsylvania Hall office, and there is a strong feeling among the students that Pennsylvania has shown better marks in this past season. But the trouble of last fall was a setback which it will take years to overcome. It is not expected to wake those in authority up to the realization that a change was necessary. The passage of the new rules is a step in the right direction, but it is not too early to indicate that the Athletic Ban be sold to serve, the work was done more systematically and in a more efficient manner this season than on any previous occasion when much smaller numbers were in attendance. It was just a case of using a little foresight in executing a workable plan instead of allowing the old scheme of mark and push, just because it was customary.

NOTICES

Peirce School of Business Administration

Next entrance dates for new students February 2 and 16

15th Year Book will be sent to all students over, the effect Ul already VOTJ

PHILADELPHIA

Spring st 517

FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY

MEN'S

SHOES

CAPITOL, $5,000,000

SUBPLUS $16,000,000

William F. Gast, President

MEN'S

HIGH CLASS

SCHOFF

MODERATELY PRICED

Cunningham Boot Shop

BROAD AND WALNUT

PROOF

The growth of a business is evidence of the Service rendered, proof that merchandise and prices are right, that customers are satisfied. Need we say more the Guilford Store on the campus.

3647-49-51 Woodland Ave.

The Largest Exclusive Haberdashers in the State

Tomlinson’s Dining Room

REMOVED AND ENLARGED

3079-3075 Spruce Street

Everybody Welcome

Knitted Scarves are quiet the thing, you know. We anticipated their popularity and have been preparing our stocks right along with the result that we are now in a position to offer a larger assortment, in a wider range of plain and multicolored designs at lower prices than we believe you can purchase similar quality for elsewhere.

Your kind, the narrow shape

Pure Flk $2.70

Years for Real Service

Life

11th and Chestnut St.

CAL GODSHALL AT BEAESTON'S EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY
We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company. There has never been a time when life insurance has been in such popular favor as now; nor a time when people are so dependent upon life insurance as now; nor a time when life insurance was so generally recognised as a necessity. Because of these conditions the business opens a great opportunity for young men starting in life, requiring no invested capital and offering features such as few lines of business offer.

Cuisine Unexcelled
Service Exceptional

The Palace
Quick Service Restaurant
3449 Woodland Ave., Opp. College Hall

CORNELL PRESIDENT RESIGNS.
Honorary Doctor of Laws of Pennsylvania End Long Service.

Dr. Jacob B. Kirkman, president of Cornell University for the past twenty-five years, is said to be in Washington this week, to take effect June 30. Dr. Kirkman gives as his reason for resigning his belief that "It is beneficial to great institutions, whether governmental, commercial or educational, to have a change in the office of the successor every thirty years."

President Kirkman was head of the Committee on the International Relations of the Philippines and Minister in Spain and Mexico during the war. He is now Doctor of Laws of Pennsylvania, Columbia, Yale, Md., Indiana, Williams, Dartmouth, Harvard and Brown, and an officer of the French Legion of Honor.

To Give Out Ivy Ball Souvenirs.

As the supply of closer designs was exhausted, it was necessary to have boxes for hats at the Ivy Hall gate out before all those present received them, a number of misplaced ones have been recovered and will be given out today at 10:30, at The Pennsylvania office. It will be necessary to present the numbered order of the admission ticket to receive the design. If this be done each holder will be ordered, so that all who attend the ball or a dinner ticket may be sure of receiving one of the souvenirs before long.

Open Wintergarden Conference.
The 58th session of the Association of Pennsylvania Clubs at Wintergarden Hotel will be held on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of this week. The principal topics of discussion will be the reclamation of Pennsylvanias' and the expansion and development of University. This conference will conclude with a tour of the city and the visit of activities at Pennsylvania.

Preparation for Mask and Wig
Instruction to be given at the Cornucopia School by Former Chorus Members
Call Locust 2912 for Information

ICE SKATING and
HOCKEY
Take any "L" train to 60th St., Station, Philadelphia.

55 cents afternoons 70 cents evenings skates included.

Announcement of a new
Smoker Service

We have established a delivery system for distributing Tobacco in all forms to Pennsylvania Men.

Call - Barin 8178
Ask for Perry Meek or Jack Teimoss
our campus representatives and your wants will be supplied

Yahn & McDonnell
Special attention given to Fraternity and Class Smokers

The Palace

Philadelphia
529 Market Street
The Original Malted Milk

I am to be at the Palace to day, because you get the highest grade of goods on the market at

Popular Prices
Have You Tried Our Dinner Special
The Palace
Quick Service Restaurant
3449 Woodland Ave., Opp. College Hall

Try Our Special Course Lunch
60 cents
Soup
Hot Bread
Meat, Potatoes
Vegetable Salad
Dessert
Coffee

The Studio of
C. Ellwood Carpenter
3941-43 Market Street

New Studio, a'top the Colonial Theatre, Germantown Avenue
The Poster Contest is on

Try our Hot Chocolate

All Rooms
Dancing Controle School
Talents Welcomed

A Pleasure for the dances, Business and Pleasure.
A Pleasure for the dances, Business and Pleasure.

The Victoria Lunch
3715 Spruce St.

The Studio of
C. Ellwood Carpenter
1223 Chestnut St.

Assembly Dances
Saturday Afternoons, 1820 Market St.
Saturday Evenings, Dancing for Couples Only, 1820 Market St.

Try our Hot Chocolate

All Rooms
Sophomores Attention!

We can not give away a $75 tailored suit to every member of your class.

--BUT--

We do give SATISFACTION to every wearer of our Garments.

Exclusive Style

Superior Quality

Value - in - Wear

VAN HORN & SON
Established 1850
919-921 WALNUT ST.

Wrigley's

For rosie cheeks, happy smiles, white teeth, good appetites and directions.

Its benefits are so GREAT its cost is SMALL!

It satisfies the desire for sweetness, and is beneficial, too.

Sealed Tight Kept Right

"After Every Meal"

The Flavor Lasts A12

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

AT THE THEATRES

Lyric—At the Lyric today, William Hodge will be presented by Lee Mains in his new play, "The Guests of Honor." Audience of Mr. Hodge will be interested to learn that the Boston critics proclaimed "The Guests of Honor" his most satisfactorily vehicle since "The Max from Heaven," his boiler poetry. In this play Mr. Hodge is revealed as a struggling New York author whose kinship to others has rendered him practically invisible. Jane Harris, an actress of attractive personality and decided emotional ability, is Mr. Hodge's new leading lady.

Central Street Opera House—A one-act Spanish comedy, "A Bond in Blood," in the part of forlorn lovers, is scheduled for exhibition at the Central Street Opera House tonight. The interesting feature of this interesting mystery play is the skillful manner in which the ebullient leads the suspense of the audience until the final curtain. Throughout the prologue and close of the successful play, a big batalion of bewitching beauties and the original hero per cent cast, including Lillian Kent, will open the third week of its successful operation.

"AEL The Crimson Allot" begins its third week at the Chicago Theatre tonight. The most striking feature of this interesting mystery play is the skillful manner in which the ebullient leads the suspense of the audience until the final curtain. Throughout the prologue and close of the successful play, a big batalion of bewitching beauties and the original hero per cent cast, including Lillian Kent, will open the third week of its successful operation.

FOR SALE—Slightly used typewriters, Remington Model 11, Underwood. No. 21 South 12th Street.

E. J. SPRINGER OPTICAL CO. 3956 Market Street, Evesham. Examinations Scientifically Broken Lenses Duplicated. Open evenings. Watched at University

White House Cafe EATING HEADQUARTERS FOR U. OF P. STUDENTS

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT: RUBE MILLER.